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1 Assessment within Realistic Mathematics 
Education – from its inception through 
1987

1.1 A new approach to mathematics education in The Netherlands

1.1.1 Developments at the confluence of four currents 
During the late nineteen-sixties, the first steps were taken in The Netherlands in the
direction of what would later be called ‘Realistic Mathematics Education’ (RME).
Although still under development, and not yet entirely implemented in the classroom
practice, the reform of mathematics education begun at that time has left its mark
upon today’s primary school mathematics education. More than three-quarters of the
Dutch primary schools now use a mathematics textbook that was inspired to a great-
er or lesser degree by this reform movement. 

The first steps in this direction were taken approximately twenty-five years ago,
at a time when new curricula for mathematics education were also being developed
in other European countries and in the United States (see, for example, Kilpatrick,
1992). The reform of Dutch mathematics education was provoked to a great extent
by the kind of material being exported to The Netherlands from the American reform
movement. The Dutch reform movement, which held an aversion to the prevailing
home-grown mechanistic approach to arithmetic education, particularly wished to
offer an alternative to the American ‘New Math’ approach that was threatening to
intrude on Dutch education by way of translated textbooks. The same was true to a
lesser degree with respect to the structuralistic methods originating in France and
Belgium and the empirically oriented educational materials from Britain.1

It was at this confluence of four separate currents – the prevailing mechanistic
trend in Dutch education, the empirical trend, the structuralistic trend, and the New
Math approach – that the Dutch reform movement developed (Treffers, 1978,
1987a). Each one of these currents, according to Treffers, left its mark on the devel-
opment of the new Dutch approach to mathematics education. In this respect as well,
the Dutch reform movement was no isolated development. Both in terms of time and
of content, this movement must be regarded in relation to other currents.2 

The actual impulse for the reform movement was the inception, in 1968, of the
‘Wiskobas’ project3, initiated by Wijdeveld and Goffree. Wiskobas was a project of
the CMLW (Mathematics Curriculum Modernization Committee), which was ini-
tially established by the government, in 1961, to modernize mathematics education
in secondary schools. With the inception of the Wiskobas project, attention turned
to primary education as well. In 1971, the establishment of the IOWO (Institute for
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Development of Mathematics Education)4, which provided the facilities needed by
the Wiskobas project to develop in a professional manner, further confirmed this de-
velopment. Here, too, developments in The Netherlands remained in step with inter-
national activities. Around the same time, similar institutes of research and develop-
ment were being established in other countries as well (Kilpatrick, 1992). The Brit-
ish Shell Centre and the Institut für Didaktik der Mathematik in Bielefeld, Germany,
for instance, as well as a great number of American institutes, also date from this pe-
riod.5 

Although the foundations of the Wiskobas work had already been laid by Wijde-
veld and Goffree, it was Freudenthal, director of the IOWO who, by his resistance
to the New Math movement, gave the initial impetus to the Dutch mathematics re-
form movement (Treffers, 1993a). The role played by assessment in this reform
movement was also greatly influenced by Freudenthal’s ideas on assessment.

The following section provides a brief description of the most significant character-
istics of RME. The rest of the chapter is then devoted to an extensive examination
of the early stages of RME assessment.

1.1.2 The predominant characteristics of Realistic Mathematics Education 
The development of the RME and its underlying educational theory continues even
now. Refinements continue to be made and emphases altered on the basis of new de-
velopmental research. One can therefore only offer, at best, a picture of the state of
affairs up to the present, rather than a finished portrait. In order to present this as
comprehensively as possible, one should follow the development of RME through
the years, as did Goffree (1993) and Treffers (1993a) with respect to the contribu-
tions of Freudenthal. As this type of description would be beyond the scope of this
chapter, however, a concise overview will be presented here, which will serve both
to support and introduce the following section on assessment.

As mentioned above, Freudenthal’s views were determinant for the direction taken
by mathematics education reform in The Netherlands.6 One of the most important
characteristics of this reform was the assumption of a particular viewpoint regarding
both people and mathematics (Freudenthal, 1977). According to Freudenthal, math-
ematics must be connected to reality, stay close to children and be relevant to society
in order to be of human value. This viewpoint involves regarding mathematics not
as subject matter but, rather, as a human activity, and this was also the message con-
veyed by Freudenthal in his 1968 lecture entitled ‘Why [...] teach mathematics so as
to be useful’. As Goffree (1993) remarked, one of the essential passages of this lec-
ture referred to mathematization as a major characteristic of RME: 

“What humans have to learn is not mathematics as a closed system, but rather as an
activity, the process of mathematizing reality and if possible even that of mathematiz-
ing mathematics.” (Freudenthal, 1968, p. 7)
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It was Treffers (1978, 1987a) who formulated in an educational context the idea of
two types of mathematization, by distinguishing ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ mathe-
matization. In broad terms, these can be described as follows: in horizontal mathe-
matization, the students come up with mathematical tools to help organize and solve
a problem located in a real-life situation. Vertical mathematization, on the other
hand, is the process of a variety of reorganizations and operations within the math-
ematical system itself. Or, as Freudenthal (1991) put it, horizontal mathematization
involves going from the world of life into the world of symbols, while vertical math-
ematization means moving within the world of symbols. Finding shortcuts and dis-
covering connections between concepts and strategies and then applying these dis-
coveries is implicit in vertical mathematization. Freudenthal emphasized, however,
that the differences between these two worlds are far from clear cut. In addition, in
his eyes, the two forms of mathematization were of equal value and he stressed the
fact that both activities could take place on all levels of mathematical activity. In oth-
er words, even on the level of counting activities, for example, both forms may oc-
cur.

The concept of horizontal and vertical mathematization is one of the salient fea-
tures of the RME teaching methods7. It contains, in fact, all of the important aspects
of the RME educational theory.

1.1.2a Students’ own activities and contributions
This idea of mathematization clearly refers to the concept of mathematics as an ac-
tivity which, according to Freudenthal (1971, 1973), can best be learned by doing.8

The students, instead of being the receivers of ready-made mathematics, are treated
as active participants in the educational process, in which they themselves develop
all sorts of mathematical tools and insights. Freudenthal (1973) called this the ‘re-
invention principle’.9 In his opinion, using scientifically structured curricula, in
which students are confronted with ready-made mathematics, is an ‘anti-didactic in-
version’. It is based on the false assumption that the results of mathematical thinking,
placed in a subject-matter framework, can be transferred directly to the students. Be-
sides the fact that such an approach – where students are simply required to cough
up pre-digested material – is inhuman, it simply doesn’t work. Even in the most triv-
ial situations, students who have learned mathematics in this way are unable to apply
it. According to Freudenthal, this comes from placing the cart before the horse: fail-
ing to allow the students the opportunity to develop the mathematics themselves.
Mathematics, in other words, must be taught in the order in which the students them-
selves might invent it (ibid., 1971). 

The essential importance of this self-discovery is evident, for instance, in the top-
ic of fractions where, traditionally, the children’s own activities are often omitted,
with all the resulting consequences (ibid., 1979d). In the newly developed way of
teaching fractions (Streefland, 1988, 1991), the students are therefore confronted
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with problem situations (in this case involving fair sharing) in which they can pro-
duce the fractions themselves. Another example in this context is the gradual discov-
ery of multiplication and division algorithms through cleverly repeated addition and
subtraction (see Treffers (ed.), 1979; Dekker, Ter Heege, and Treffers, 1982).

1.1.2b The link to reality and the focus on application
In addition to the students’ own activities, great significance is also ascribed to the
link to reality (see, for example, Streefland, 1985b). Just as mathematics arose from
the mathematization of reality, so must learning mathematics also originate in math-
ematizing reality. According to Freudenthal (1973, p. 77): 

“...reality [is] the framework to which mathematics attaches itself.”

When children learn mathematics in an isolated fashion, divorced from experienced
reality, it will be quickly forgotten and they will not be able to be apply it
(Freudenthal, 1971, 1973, 1986). Rather than beginning with certain abstractions or
definitions that are to be applied later, one must start with rich contexts demanding
mathematical organization or, in other words, contexts that can be mathematized
(Freudenthal, 1979b, 1986). This also means, therefore, that one must begin with
material that can contribute to putting this mathematization into practice
(Freudenthal, 1984a). Just as one must avoid beginning with abstractions, so should
one avoid pre-structured material (Freudenthal, 1978a, 1979b). Otherwise, one is
again faced with a case of anti-didactic inversion, in which learning content is de-
rived from the structure of the subject matter and is then rendered appropriate for ed-
ucation by means of embodiments. 

In contrast to this top-down approach, Freudenthal (1978a, 1983a) proposed a
‘didactical phenomenology’ in which an analysis is made of the real-life sources of
the mathematics. The point here is to determine which actual phenomena (in the
past) contributed to particular mathematical concepts, how the students can come in
contact with these phenomena, and how these concepts appear to the students. 

This analysis can be used to help locate contexts that can serve the students as a
source for developing mathematics. By this means, moreover, it can be discovered
which mathematics is worthwhile learning. The contexts thus serve not only as a
source, but as an area of application as well. The students must consider the prob-
lems worth solving. By providing strategies, the contexts can thereby be of signifi-
cant assistance for arriving at a solution. Take, for example, a problem involving cal-
culating the total rent for a piece of land (see Freudenthal, 1981a). The students who
remained within the context while performing their calculations all arrived at the
correct answer, while the students who left the context and created a bare multipli-
cation problem did not. In addition to providing context-related strategies, the con-
texts can also elicit short cuts, as occurred in a problem involving soccer fans trans-
ported by bus who receive a discount for every ten buses (see Gravemeijer, 1982). 
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Teaching mathematics in a realistic context also means offering contexts in
which students are confronted both by unsolvable problems and by problems that
can be solved in a variety of ways. The familiar textbook contexts, in which every-
thing is already supplied, must be dispensed with (Freudenthal, 1980, 1982a). It is
important that students learn to think within the context and that they make use of
experience gained in other, extracurricular contexts when solving problems such as:
if a car gets 10 km to the liter, how far will it go on 50 liters of gas? (see Freudenthal,
1979a). 

The contexts need not necessarily refer, however, to real life situations. The im-
portant point is that they can be organized mathematically and that the students can
place themselves within them. The students must be aware of both the situation and
the corresponding problem, and must image themselves in the situation.10 It is this
aspect – the ‘imagining themselves’ – that gave RME its name (Van den Brink,
1973a, 1989; Wijdeveld, 1980).11

1.1.2c Levels of understanding
As mentioned earlier, mathematization can occur on different levels. These levels of
mathematization are connected to the various levels of understanding through which
students can pass: from the ability to invent informal context-related solutions, to the
creation of various levels of short cuts and schematizations, to the acquisition of in-
sight into the underlying principles and the discernment of even broader relation-
ships. The essence of this level theory, which Freudenthal (1973) borrowed from the
observations and ideas of the Van Hieles, is that the mathematizing activity on a low-
er level can later become the object of analysis on a higher level. In other words, the
students can conduct all sorts of operations involving fractions on an informal level
and then, later, formalize them on the following level. The condition for arriving at
the next level is the ability to reflect on the activities conducted. This reflection can
be elicited by interaction and by the students’ ‘own productions’ (see also Sections
1.2.3e and 1.2.5c). 

In contrast to what is often believed, namely, that learning is a continuous pro-
cess of small steps (which may indeed be true for certain drill activities), it is, in fact,
one of leaps and discontinuity (Freudenthal, 1978b). Once again, it was the work of
the Van Hieles that brought Freudenthal’s (1973) attention to discontinuity in the
learning process. This process, rather than developing smoothly and steadily, stands
still at times, only to start up again on a higher level. It would appear that, during the
lull, the student undergoes a kind of maturation process.12

This level theory dovetails with the educational approach initially developed by
Wiskobas for learning column arithmetic, which is called ‘progressive schematiza-
tion’ (see Treffers (ed.), 1979; Dekker, Ter Heege, and Treffers, 1982). Characteris-
tic of this approach is that students use fairly complex problems when they first start
learning to calculate, but they work them out on a low level of schematization. At a
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later stage, they begin to apply all sorts of short cuts based on their own construc-
tions, so that each student follows his or her own path to eventually arrive at the stan-
dard algorithm. This standard algorithm, however, need not be attained by everyone
(see also Freudenthal, 1986). Through this progressive schematization, differences
between students can be taken into account (Freudenthal, 1981a). 

Freudenthal’s (1979c) skepticism regarding fixed patterns of development ap-
plies not only to learning column arithmetic but to development in general. Children
are individuals, each following an individual learning path. Education must there-
fore be adapted to the children’s distinctive learning processes. The children them-
selves, indicate, to a great extent, how this should be done, through their own con-
structions and informal strategies. Rather than repressing such activities, one should
use them as footholds for learning the more formal strategies (Freudenthal, 1986).
Models can serve as an important device for bridging this gap between informal,
context-related mathematics and the more formal mathematics (Streefland, 1985b;
Treffers, 1987a, 1991a; Gravemeijer, 1994; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 1995b).
The strength of these models is the fact that, while they are often rooted in concrete
situations, they are also flexible enough to be introduced into higher levels of math-
ematical activities. They provide a foothold during the process of vertical mathema-
tization, without obstructing the path back to the source. One of the most powerful
examples of this is the number line, which begins in first grade as a beaded necklace,
and which, by sixth grade, has become a double number line for supporting work
with fractions and percentages.

To summarize, RME takes the perspective of mathematics as a human activity,
while focusing on meaningful applications. An important role in RME is played by
the students who, by using contexts and models, can pass through various levels of
mathematization and thereby develop their own mathematics. As will be seen later,
the same three cornerstones that support RME, namely, the views on mathematics,
how children learn, and how mathematics should be taught, are also indicative of the
viewpoints on RME assessment.

1.2 The focus on assessment

1.2.1 The influence of then prevailing viewpoints on assessment
At the time the first steps were being taken towards RME, a general optimism pre-
vailed regarding achievement tests: 

“There is one field in which a considerable sophistication has developed since 1920:
the field of achievement testing. It is possible now to study the degree and nature of a
student’s understanding of school subjects with a subtlety not previously available.
Modern objective achievement tests, when properly developed and interpreted, offer
one of the most powerful tools available for educational research. Findings have been
made through their use that rise far above common sense” (Bloom and Foskay, 1967,
p. 65).
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This optimism regarding the potential of achievement tests determined, to a great ex-
tent, the standpoint taken by RME with respect to assessment. The above quote from
an IEA13 report was often used by Freudenthal (1975b, 1967a, 1991) to illustrate
how much he disagreed with this optimism.14 The then prevailing notion that testing
would make nearly everything possible and would resolve any and all problems in
education led to a focus among proponents of RME on what should not be done rath-
er that what should occur with respect to assessment. Freudenthal and the other
IOWO staff members presented considerable opposition to what they saw as un-
sound testing both at home and abroad. The impression, however, that besides crit-
icism, no attention was paid to assessment within the developing RME teaching
methods, is, upon closer consideration, clearly not correct.15 In actual fact, the foun-
dation for assessment within RME was laid early on, concurrently with the develop-
ment of the RME teaching methods. This foundation was perhaps illuminated insuf-
ficiently, however, due to the fact that assessment considerations were integrated
into educational development as a whole.

The rest of this chapter is therefore an attempt to shed more light on the view-
points and ideas regarding assessment by proponents of RME. Although it is not the
intention to rake up old controversies over then prevailing opinions and methods of
assessment, they cannot be entirely ignored either. After all, it is here that the RME
standpoint is so clearly defined.

1.2.2 Assessment within RME – an initial orientation
In spite of the battle waged by the proponents of RME against assessment, the quan-
tifiability of learning results was never discussed (Freudenthal, 1978a), nor was as-
sessment within RME ever dismissed (Treffers, 1983). The idea that assessment
constitutes an important part of education was expressed early on in the development
of RME, as can be seen in the following quote from ‘Mathematics as an Educational
Task’: 

“Examining is a meaningful activity. The teacher should be able to check the influ-
ence of the teaching process, at least in order to know how to improve it. The student
has the right to know whether he has really learned something (...). Finally there are
others who are interested in knowing what somebody has learned” (Freudenthal,
1973, p. 83). 

It should be noted that assessment is not viewed here in the narrow sense of deter-
mining what the student has learned, but that it is also regarded from the viewpoint
of educational evaluation and educational development.16 Another striking aspect is
the important role played by the teacher. This viewpoint recurs repeatedly (see, for ex-
ample, Treffers (ed.), 1979). The following quote also reflects this idea quite clearly: 

“Such reflective moments in education, in which the teacher contemplates what has
passed and what is still to come, are important” (Streefland, 1981b, p. 35; translation
of original Dutch text).
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This indicates, moreover, that assessment is not only intended for looking back, but
also for looking forward. Another aspect that soon arose was the preference for ob-
servation as a method of assessment: 

“... we know that it is more informative to observe a student during his mathematical
activity than to grade his papers” (Freudenthal, 1973, p. 84).

This partiality for observation does not mean, however, that other forms of assess-
ment, such as the administration of tests, was not considered suitable for RME. In
spite of the objections to the then current tests, assessment was still seen as some-
thing indispensable: 

“He who wishes to impart something to someone else will also want to find out what
the other already knows, in order to build further upon this. And, if he has taught
something, he will want to find out whether this has taken root [...] and whether some-
thing in the instruction should be altered. [...] One would be blind to the reality of the
world and society should one contend that assessment is unnecessary. By this I mean
assessment in the very broadest sense: questioning, individual oral testing, class writ-
ten tests and exams, as well as the strict, so-called objective multiple-choice tests. The
point is to test sensibly, [...] to test better and more efficiently with each experience,
and this means that the function, rather than the form of the assessment is of primary
importance” (Freudenthal, 1976a, pp. 68-69; translation of original Dutch text).

What strikes one in this quote is the broad interpretation of assessment and the em-
phasis on sensible assessment. Elsewhere, too, Freudenthal (1976b) indicates that,
while the choice of form is not a principle issue, one must, in all circumstances,
choose the soundest means of assessment.

To summarize, an initial orientation suggests that assessment is considered im-
portant in RME, that it is regarded in a broad sense and viewed in relation to educa-
tion, that the teacher plays a crucial role, and that, while a preference is held for ob-
servation, there is also room for tests.

1.2.3 Certain preferences in assessment – a more specific orientation

1.2.3a A high priority assigned to observation
Notwithstanding the broad viewpoint expressed in the above section, RME indeed
gives a high priority to observation. Or, in the words of Freudenthal (1981a, p. 137): 

“I stressed observing learning processes against testing learning products.”

This preference for observation is closely connected to the points of departure of
RME. To start with, it emanates from the RME viewpoints on mathematics. Because
mathematics is viewed as a student’s individual activity, in which he or she uses cer-
tain mathematical insights and devices in order to get a grip on a given problem sit-
uation, it is clear that the goal of assessment in RME is the solution procedures them-
selves, rather than the results. Assessment must provide, as it were, insight into the
students’ mathematization activities.17
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In addition, the high priority attached to observation is closely linked to the dis-
continuity that occurs during learning processes. Awareness of this discontinuity is
considered to be of crucial importance for comprehending such processes
(Freudenthal, 1978a). It is precisely through this discontinuity – which may manifest
itself, for instance, in the form of a spontaneous short cut or the taking of a different
standpoint (Freudenthal, 1991) – that one can see that a student has achieved a cer-
tain level of comprehension. According to Freudenthal (1979c), the observation of
learning processes should focus primarily on the leaps the students take. 

In order for this discontinuity to be seen, students must mainly be followed indi-
vidually. Cross-sections and group averages are not particularly useful, as these tend
to erase the discontinuity (Freudenthal, 1973, 1978a, 1978b). 

In addition, the type of education in question is important as well. Education giv-
en in a traditional manner18, for instance, will not provide much information on the
students’ learning processes (Freudenthal, 1978a). 

A plea to exercise great restraint is, lastly, another characteristic of this manner
of observation (Van den Brink, 1973b; Treffers, 1979). The observer must, as it
were, stand in the child’s shoes and listen to what he or she has to say.

1.2.3b The continuous and integrated nature of assessment
The consequence of focusing on discontinuity is that the observation must then be
continuous (Freudenthal, 1978a). Freudenthal (1985) even suggested that the educa-
tional process be seen as a permanent process of assessment, in which the teacher
must constantly sense what the next step should be. One effect of emphasizing this
approach to assessment, therefore, is the integration of education and assessment. In
RME, in fact, the instructional activities and the instances of assessment go hand in
hand (Ter Heege and Goffree, 1981). This integration is expressed most clearly in
the ‘test-lessons’19 (Ter Heege and Treffers, 1979).

1.2.3c The important role of the teacher
Implicit in the above is that the teacher must play an important role in RME assess-
ment. It is, after all, the teacher who conducts the daily observations (Treffers (ed.),
1979). Observing, administering tests, diagnosing and providing remedial work are
all simply part of skilled teaching (Ter Heege and Treffers, 1979). Even assessment
development is regarded primarily as the teacher’s domain, because it constitutes a
significant moment of reflection on the instruction given (Treffers, 1980a). One
therefore wonders: 

“Can such a test, that mirrors this reflection, be designed outside the actual education-
al environment by someone who did not follow it closely?” (Streefland, 1981b, p. 35;
translation of original Dutch text).
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1.2.3d A holistic approach
Assessment in RME not only evaluates a student’s acquisition of certain skills, but
also attempts to acquire as complete a picture of the student as possible. This is yet
another reason for this predilection for observation: 

“Observations, even though they are mere impressions caught by the expert teacher
during a lesson, can provide a rather complete picture of the learning process” (Ter
Heege, 1978, p. 82).

In addition to noting the acquired skills, observation involves paying attention to ap-
proach behavior, mathematical attitude, solution level, type of errors made, manner
of collaboration, need of support, reaction to hints, emotional aspects, motivation
and concentration (see Ter Heege, 1978; Treffers, 1978;1987a; Ter Heege and Tref-
fers, 1979; Ter Heege and Goffree, 1981; Treffers and Goffree, 1982). Written tests
are clearly inadequate in this respect. A written test on mental arithmetic, for exam-
ple, cannot assess daring and flexibility, although these attitudinal aspects are indeed
important for mental arithmetic (Ter Heege and Goffree, 1981). 

Besides an expansion in breadth, this attempt to acquire as complete a picture of
the student as possible also signifies an increase in depth. The assessment must not
be merely a superficial test. 

“Particularly in the case of mathematics, with some people is it sometimes necessary
to delve deeply in order to verify whether your educational resolutions have indeed
been translated into learning processes” (Freudenthal, 1985, p. 304; translation of
original Dutch text).

At times, this may result in the need for continued questioning, in spite of the fact
that things seem to be going smoothly. Freudenthal offers the example of a student
who solved one equation after another correctly: 

“The better things went, the more urgently I wondered whether she really understood
anything.” (ibid., p. 305; translation of original Dutch text)

Thanks to Freudenthal’s continued questioning, the student was able, with the sup-
port of the empty number line, to make the leap to inequalities. Only then was it clear
that she was able to do more than just perform an acquired trick when solving equa-
tions.

1.2.3e Choosing an open-ended test format 
It is obvious that a closed type of test question, in which the student must simply
mark the correct answer, would never have led to this discovery. If assessment, as
stated above, is to offer insight into the students’ mathematization activities, then
these mathematization activities must be as visible as possible. This can only occur
with open-ended questions, in which the students work out a problem and formulate
an answer on their own. 

Another reason for choosing an open-ended test format is to avoid seeing the stu-
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dents’ development as following a fixed pattern (see Section 1.1.2c). The students
being tested may, for instance, be on different levels of short cuts and schematiza-
tions. Closed types of tests lack the flexibility necessary to make this apparent. 

This lack of flexibility becomes quite clear when one wishes to use the students’
own insights and strategies as footholds for further instruction, as Freudenthal urged
(see Section 1.1.2c), or, as formulated by Streefland (1985a, p. 285), one desires:

“...to foresee where and how one can anticipate that which is just coming into view in
the distance” (translation of original German text).

In addition to demanding open and constructive education (Streefland, ibid.), this re-
quires an open-ended test format, in which the students are offered the opportunity
to show what they can do – which may have a different appearance with each child.

This same open attitude can be seen in the idea of offering help on a test (Ter
Heege and Treffers, 1979). Rather than maintaining a static approach focused on
what the child is able to produce at a given moment, in RME it is deemed more im-
portant to find out what the child is able to learn (Freudenthal, 1979c). In this re-
spect, assessment in RME strongly resembles the standpoint found in Eastern Eu-
rope (Streefland, 1979; Ter Heege and Treffers, 1979; Treffers and Goffree, 1982),
where, following Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of the ‘zone of proximal development’,
help is even offered on tests in order to see what the next step will be in the child’s
development.

This open attitude can be seen most clearly, however, in the students’ own pro-
ductions. Elaboration of this concept (which has played an increasingly important
role in RME) can be found in Treffers and Goffree (1985), Treffers (1987a), Streef-
land (1987, 1990a) and Van den Brink (1987). Although the students’ own produc-
tions were primarily viewed in these publications in the light of their function for
mathematization (viewed from the student’s standpoint) and for instruction (viewed
from the teacher’s standpoint), the potential for using students’ own productions in
assessment was recognized as well: 

[On the one hand,] “...producing simple, moderate, [and] complex problems means
that the pupil reflects on the path he himself has taken in his learning process...” [and,
on the other hand,] “...the pupil’s production, as the result of instruction, functions as
the mirror image of the teacher’s didactic activity” (Treffers, 1987a, p. 260-261).

Not only was there an awareness of this potential, but it had in fact already been ap-
plied some time earlier. An example of this can be found in an ‘test-lesson’ that was
given at the end of a series of lessons on base eight (De Jong (ed.), 1977; Treffers,
1978a; see also Section 1.2.5b).

1.2.3f A preference for true application problems
RME requires problems involving rich, non-mathematical contexts that are open to
mathematization. In order for the children to be motivated, the problems, according
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to Treffers (1978, 1987a), must be formulated in a challenging fashion and not dic-
tate to the children what they should do. In other words, it must be obvious to the
students why an answer to a given question is required (Gravemeijer, 1982). 

These application problems should not, however, be confused with so-called
‘word problems’, which were often presented as application problems in traditional,
mechanistic arithmetic education. Word problems are rather unappealing, dressed
up problems in which the context is merely window dressing for the mathematics put
there. One context can be exchanged for another without substantially altering the
problem (Treffers and Goffree, 1982). Problems involving marbles, for instance,
might just as well be problems involving pounds of ham (Freudenthal, 1980) (see
Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Examples of word problems (from Freudenthal, 1980, p. 14)

In fact, the reality referred to by these contexts has been replaced by a mathematics
textbook context, in which each problem has but one answer. True reality, with its
unsolvable or multi-solvable problems, has actually been excluded (Freudenthal,
1980, 1982a; see also Goffree, 1984). Indeed, the children are apparently not even
supposed to place themselves in the situation (Gravemeijer, 1982; Treffers, 1990,
1991b). The aim of RME, by contrast, is to place oneself in the context and learn to
think within it (Freudenthal, 1979a). Streefland, Hartings, and Veldhuis (1979) offer
an example that illustrates this well (see Figure 1.2). 

Figure 1.2: Example of a context problem 
(from Streefland, Hartings, and Veldhuis, 1979, p. 6)

This problem is nearly unsolvable if one does not place oneself in the context. It is
also a problem where the students need not marginalize their own experiences. At
the same time, this example shows that true application problems can have more
than one solution and that, in addition to written information, one can also use draw-
ings, tables, graphs, newspaper clippings and suchlike. Characteristic of this kind of
problem is the fact that one cannot learn to do them by distinguishing certain types
of problems and then applying fixed solution procedures. The object here is for the
student to place him or herself in the context and then make certain assumptions

Jan has 16 marbles and wins 10 more.
How many does he have now?

The butcher has 16 pounds of ham in
his shop and orders 10 pounds more. 
How much does he have now? 

Mr. Jansen lives in Utrecht. 
He must be in Zwolle at 9:00am Tuesday morning. 
Which train should he take?
(Check the train schedule.) 
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(such as how far Mr. Jansen lives from the station and how important it is that he
arrives at his destination on time). According to Freudenthal (1979a), problems such
as this one require the student to learn a solution attitude rather than a solution meth-
od. 

With the arrival of the first RME textbooks, traditional word problems were in-
creasingly replaced by true application problems. Examples of the latter can be
found in Treffers and Goffree (1982) and in Goffree (1984). In addition to the char-
acteristics mentioned above, these problems can also be distinguished from existing
word problems by the fact that they are constructed out of a number of sub-problems
that are grouped around a theme, thereby forming a coherent unit. 

1.2.4 Objections to earlier tests and to their underlying standpoints 
As mentioned above, the initial phase of the development of RME was characterized
by controversy regarding assessment. This dispute, in which a number of ugly things
were said20, may have long obstructed any kind of collaboration with the people re-
sponsible for the tests. On the other hand, it probably also helped save Dutch educa-
tion from the potential negative effects of such tests.

1.2.4a Unsoundness of the taxonomies as a means of test construction
Freudenthal’s struggle against the existing tests was primarily a struggle against the
taxonomies. Bloom’s taxonomy, in particular, was the receptor of his criticism. The
categories of educational goals that Bloom distinguished for the cognitive domain
(which were intended as a way of simplifying test construction and making it more
objective), had, according to Freudenthal (1975b, 1978a), a detrimental effect on test
development. In addition to the artificial nature of these categories and the absence
of certain categories, this detrimental effect is mainly due to the fact that the level
classification attached to the categories is linked to the problems, rather than to how
the students solve the problems. According to Freudenthal, how the students solve
the problems is the whole point. In a nutshell, Bloom sees the capacity to solve a giv-
en problem as being indicative of a certain level, while, in Freudenthal’s eyes, it is
the way in which the student works on a problem that determines the level. The latter
illustrates this viewpoint using the following example: 

“A child that figures out 8 + 7 by counting 7 further from 8 on the abacus, acts as it
were on a senso-motoric level. The discovery that 8 + 7 is simplified by
8 + (2 + 5) = (8 + 2) + 5 witnesses a high comprehension level. Once this is grasped,
it becomes mere knowledge of the method; as soon as the child has memorized
8 + 7 = 15, it is knowledge of facts. At the same moment figuring out 38 + 47 may
still require comprehension; later on, knowledge of method can suffice; for the skilled
calculator it is mere knowledge of facts” (Freudenthal, 1978a, p. 91).

Moreover, Freudenthal points out that, if the ‘anti-didactic inversion’ is rejected, and
one follows instead the ‘didactical phenomenology’, then one may arrive at an en-
tirely different order of hierarchical learning levels. He clarifies this on the basis of
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the taxonomy of De Block (1975). The hierarchical learning levels distinguished
here, which ascend in the order of knowledge, recognition, application, integration,
could also run in reverse order: 

“Let us follow the pattern using the knowledge of 3 < 4; this is integrated by, for in-
stance, comparing one’s own family of three with the family of four next door; it is
applied to other pairs of quantities; it is recognized by means of a one-to-one-relation-
ship (‘because they have one more child’); and it becomes ‘knowledge’ through the
counting sequence 1, 2, 3, 4 ...” (Freudenthal, 1981b, p. 5; translation of original
Dutch text).

Freudenthal objects to these taxonomies because, instead of having been derived
from a ‘phenomenological’ or ‘didactical’ position they are a priori constructions
postulated on logical grounds (Freudenthal, 1981b). 

This same objection is raised with regard to the matrices used to represent learn-
ing hierarchies. Take, for example, the matrix accompanying a CITO21 test on col-
umn arithmetic, in which the entries are the size of the number and the number of
times one must carry over. There is, however, little reason to assume that adding
three-digit numbers lies on a higher level than adding two-digit numbers (Treffers,
1980b; Freudenthal, 1981a). The only reason, according to Freudenthal, that the
larger numbers might be more difficult, is that there is more chance of making a mis-
take.22

1.2.4b One-sidedness of the psychometric foundation
Another objection to the taxonomies is that they are used to validate assessment, as
was the case with Bloom’s taxonomy in the IEA research that was so fiercely criti-
cized by Freudenthal (1975b). Consequently, the formal characteristics are validated
while the subject matter and educational content are ignored (Freudenthal, 1978a). 

This disregard for the content can also be found in the excessive attention devot-
ed to the reliability of the test instruments (regarded by Freudenthal (1978a) as a
kind of ritual), instead of to the actual validity. Freudenthal (1976a, p. 64) speaks
here of the: 

“...researcher passing his responsibility from validity to reliability” and of the
“...flight from validity to reliability.”

According to Freudenthal (1976a), there are countless appalling examples resulting
from this. He mentions one, taken from a research project on arithmetic. This re-
search is considered as highly reliable, however, decisions concerning the subject
matter were taken that threatened the validity. In analyzing the student work, for in-
stance, a solution procedure for ‘find 50% of 200’ that involved calculating 1% was
considered insightful, while an approach involving ‘50% means half’ was not. In
Freudenthal’s (1975b) words, the meddling of psychometrics with test development
has resulted in insufficient contemplation of subject matter content.
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1.2.4c Inadequacy of the goals and goal descriptions
The same can be said for the instructional theory of two decades ago that propagated the
formulation of concrete behavior goals as a guideline for instruction (see Gronlund,
1970; Popham and Baker, 1970). This led, around 1980, to the introduction in The Neth-
erlands, of the ‘Criterion-Referenced Tests’23 developed by CITO. Criticism of these
tests by proponents of RME focused mainly on the atomization of the goals and the
elimination of the process goals. The tests therefore inadequately reflected the educa-
tional intentions, which caused repercussions for the education itself (Freudenthal,
1984b). This compartmentalization in sub-goals threatened to shift the emphasis in ed-
ucation more towards partial achievements and ‘small products’, instead of emphasizing
the ‘larger process’, which was the point of it all (Treffers, 1980a).24

The recurring question posed here was whether the tests – criterion-referenced
and otherwise – did indeed test the essence of the subject matter that they aspired to
test. And the recurrent answer was that the tests did not correspond to the RME view
of mathematics education, that they did not cover the domain in question, and that
they displayed deficiencies in terms of the teaching methods. The list of the criteri-
on-referenced test’s instructional objectives for the topic of measurement, for in-
stance, failed to include a number of essential elements, such as the relation between
surface and circumference (Treffers, 1980a). The criterion-referenced test for col-
umn arithmetic was sorely inadequate due to the fact that the topic of schematization
had been entirely ignored and significant sources of error had been missed (Treffers,
1980b, 1983; Freudenthal, 1981b). The criterion-referenced test for decimal num-
bers was the focus of criticism as well, because the entire emphasis had been laid on
the characteristics of form, while the substance of decimal numbers – namely, how
they arise – had been ignored completely (Streefland, 1981a, 1981b, 1982). 

For the test on mental arithmetic, which was part of the ‘General Test’25, the ob-
jection was raised that a number of test problems had nothing to do with mental
arithmetic, but, instead, were about measurement and geometry. Another objection
concerned the fact that, because of the format of the test, nothing could be seen of
flexible arithmetic. In other words, an extremely superficial aspect of mental arith-
metic, namely, that of memorized arithmetic, had been selected (Ter Heege and Gof-
free, 1981). 

Criticism was also raised regarding a BOVO test26, where arithmetic compre-
hension was tested by a series of traditional word problems, to the exclusion of true
application problems (Treffers and Goffree, 1982). 

The following, and final, example is from a test developed by CITO, which was
intended to evaluate a first-grade Wiskobas unit involving ‘bus problems’ (Van den
Brink, 1989). Here, again, it is clear that the point of view of the unit’s designer did
not mesh with the viewpoint of whomever had the final responsibility for the test:

“Item 5, for instance, consisted of a column of bare ‘missing addend problems’ that
needed to be solved first before being linked to the pictures. The RME viewpoint,
however, is that the pictures can serve as contexts to help solve the bare problems.
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This will not, however, be possible if the bare problems have already been done”
(ibid., p. 79; translation of original Dutch text).

In other words, the objections to the traditional tests were based on numerous differ-
ing viewpoints with regard to the subject matter and the educational goals. At the
heart of the matter was the question of whether one can disengage assessment from
education. While the test designers of that time answered this question affirmatively
(see Bokhove and Moelands, 1982), proponents of RME disagreed: 

“If educational goals are isolated from the educational process as a whole, and if they
do not contain the aspects essential for comprehension, insight and application, how
can they then be used [for example] to check progress?” (Treffers, 1983, p. 56; trans-
lation of original Dutch text).

1.2.4d Objections to the formalized nature of the tests
Aside from objections to the content, there was also dissatisfaction with regard to
the formalized design of the tests, although it should be noted that these objections
were not as severe as those regarding the content. By ‘formalized tests’ was meant
the so-called objective or multiple-choice tests (Freudenthal, 1976b). The objections
raised were that these tests neither provided any means of interpreting students’ er-
rors nor any footholds for further instruction (Ter Heege, 1978). The harshest criti-
cism was reserved for the process of diagnosis. According to Freudenthal (1978b,
p. 6), the point of assessment was to: 

“...broaden and sharpen the teacher’s awareness of the presence (or absence) of learn-
ing processes. The formalized tests are absolutely inadequate for this purpose. Infor-
mation set in a rigid framework is useless for making a diagnosis. Moreover, the ob-
ject is to open the eyes of the evaluator, which cannot be done by handing him mech-
anized tests” (translation of original Dutch text).

This, then, becomes a kind of ‘blindfolded diagnosis’ – a way of making a diagnosis
where all that counts is who got it wrong (Freudenthal, 1978a). Freudenthal later
stated that, rather than saying what went wrong: 

“true diagnosis tells you why something went wrong. The only way to know this is
observing the child’s failure and trying to understand it” (Freudenthal, 1981a, p. 135).

In addition to the objection that multiple-choice tests focus on results and provide no
information on the strategy applied, the point was also made that some educational
goals are fundamentally untestable through multiple choice. Freudenthal (1984b) of-
fers an example here of a multiple-choice question whose purpose was to ascertain
whether students were able to simplify products such as 32 . 35. But all that was ver-
ified, in Freudenthal’s opinion, was whether students were able to pick out the cor-
rect simplification from a list of four possibilities. This choice is all one can see, in
fact; for the rest, one can merely hypothesize about a thought process that had passed
unobserved. 

Proponents of RME also refused to endorse the assertion that multiple-choice
questions had the advantage of objective scoring27: 
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“In mathematics, open-ended questions can be evaluated just as objectively by people
as closed questions can be evaluated by the computer. Perhaps even more objectively.
With open-ended questions one at least knows what one is testing. The rigidity of the
closed test format is both objectively (incorrect formulation) and subjectively (irrele-
vant incomprehensibilities) a graver source of error than are the margins for interpre-
tation when evaluating answers to open-ended questions” (Freudenthal, 1984b, p. 22;
translation of original Dutch text).

In order to see whether open-ended and closed questions would produce the same
results, Freudenthal (ibid.) once administered the final test for primary school – the
so-called ‘CITO test’ – to a sixth-grade student a second time, a number of weeks
after the official test. But this time the questions were open-ended. The results of this
second test were considerably better than the first and, moreover, the student needed
less time to complete it. One would think this sufficient reason to further investigate
the difference between the open-ended and closed form of test questions. And, in-
deed, Freudenthal had intended his ‘n = 1 research’ as a stimulus for further investi-
gation. Unfortunately, the designers of the test in question simply regarded his re-
search as a good joke! This is ample indication of the distance that lay between the
standpoints of that time.

1.2.4e An aversion to traps in test questions
The alternatives invented by the test designers as possible answers to multiple-
choice questions were problematic as well. Often, these alternatives were mislead-
ing and managed to entrap great numbers of students (Freudenthal, 1978a). This sit-
uation needed to be avoided: 

“Immunity against traps is an enormously useful capacity, but should it be tested
along with arithmetic?” (ibid., p. 86).

Another, related problem was the ambiguity of the tasks themselves. According
to Freudenthal (1978a), the consequence of the artificial way in which the test ques-
tions were sometimes formulated and the type of language used was that the skill of
understanding what the test designer had in mind was tested, rather than the arith-
metic itself. He lamented that the additional educational goal most frequently built
into tests but left inexplicit was that of understanding test logic (Freudenthal,
1984b). An example of this is the so-called ‘misconception’ children are said to have
of conservation. According to Freudenthal (1973, 1978b, 1979c, 1983a), this is due
purely to the way in which the children are questioned28. Often, for instance, ques-
tions were posed that required a formal answer, while the children (as was evident
from their answers) had no idea what a formal answer was: 

“If I enter a meeting room and ask ‘are all chairs occupied’ and somebody answers
‘no, you can sit on a bench’, then this is an answer, not to the formal question, but to
the intentional question ‘where can I sit?’ ” (Freudenthal, 1973, p. 674).

The importance ascribed to posing a good question can be seen in the following
quote (Freudenthal, 1985, p. 304).29
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“If you want to entrap someone, then pose the wrong question. Whoever invented the
question is responsible for incorrect answers” (translation of original Dutch text).

While out walking with his grandson Bastiaan, Freudenthal (1979c) asked him a
question about the size of the church clock (at least, that was his intention). But,
when he was asked how high the church clock was, Bastiaan – after some thought –
answered with great self assurance that the clock was 30 meters high. This answer –
in spite of being ‘incorrect’ – was immediately accepted. Streefland (1980), too, has
had similar experiences with posing incorrect questions. He, too, believes that the
children’s answers will tell you when something is wrong with the question. This
will only happen, however, if the questioner is aware and keeps his eyes open which,
considering the following point of objection, is not always the case.

1.2.4f Criticism of how answers are evaluated
The communication problem described above also exists in reverse. Not only is
there a problem when questions are posed in such a way that the students have dif-
ficulty understanding them. Even worse is when a student’s correct answer is mis-
understood by the poser of the question. Freudenthal (1973) offers an appalling ex-
ample of this, taken from the experiments on conservation mentioned above. These
were experiments conducted on the conservation of distance. They involved two
dolls placed at a certain distance from one another and at different heights. The child
was asked whether it was farther from A to B or from B to A. The answer given by
the student was as follows:

“...it is not the same distance, because the little man below looks to the feet of the man
above, and the man above looks to the eyes of the man below...” (Freudenthal, 1973,
p. 676).

Even though the student did not consider the two distances to be equal, there was
certainly no question here of non-conservation. The questioner, however, did not un-
derstand this! 

Mention should be made here as well of the often rigid scoring rules for tests. An
example of this can be found in the above-mentioned test developed by CITO for a
first-grade Wiskobas unit on bus problems. The test consisted, among other things,
of a series of ‘arrow problems’, in which the students had to indicate what had taken
place (see Figure 1.3). 

Figure 1.3: Example of an ‘arrow problem’

According to the scoring rules, the only correct answer here is – 8, so –10 + 2 would
be marked wrong (Van den Brink, 1989).

11 3
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1.2.5 Realistic alternatives

1.2.5a Suggestions for improving assessment
The suggestions for improving assessment offered by proponents of RME are, on the
one hand, closely connected to the RME preferences regarding assessment and, on
the other hand, are the mirror image of the RME objections to the existing tests.
Here, too – as was the case with respect to the preferences and objections – the sug-
gestions reflect the standpoint of subject matter content and of the learning child.

• help teachers observe 
If one wishes to improve assessment, one must, according to Freudenthal (1976b),
begin in the micro-environment by first helping teachers learn to observe learning
processes. The teachers must become aware of when learning processes are taking
place and when they are not. For this reason, learning to observe learning processes
is regarded as the principal part of all courses in mathematics education
(Freudenthal, 1976a).

• use observation as a point of departure for test development 
In order to develop tests with a diagnostic purpose, the designer should observe both
the teacher and him or herself in the classroom. In this way, the designer can get a
sense of what criteria an observer of learning processes uses to ascertain progress
(Freudenthal, 1976b).

• conduct discussions with the students 
In order to truly fathom what the students know and understand, one should discuss
their answers with them (Freudenthal, 1979c).

• place more emphasis on formative assessment 
With respect to the nature of the assessment, Freudenthal (1976a, 1976b) argues
strongly in favor of formative assessment, which is understood as informal assess-
ment. Here, again, he emphasizes that formative assessment should serve to broaden
and sharpen the teacher’s awareness of learning processes. According to
Freudenthal, the virulence of summative assessment could be neutralized by shifting
the test load more towards formative assessment. A satisfactory system of process-
assessment could render product-assessment unnecessary.

• conduct domain analyses and improve the goal description 
In order to improve the content of tests, an argument was presented in favor of con-
ducting ‘mathematical-didactical analyses’ (Treffers (ed.), 1979; Treffers, 1980a,
1980b; Streefland, 1982) or, as Freudenthal (1978a, 1983a) put it, carrying out ‘di-
dactical-phenomenological analyses’.30 The point of such analyses is that the entire
structure of a given domain would be laid bare, thereby exposing all significant
points of learning (Treffers, 1980a). Basing the tests on these analyses could help
prevent tests being too imbalanced and superficial. 
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Another foothold for improving assessment, related to the previous one, con-
cerns goal formulation. According to Freudenthal (1978a), educational goals must
not be formulated behind a desk but, rather, through a dialogue with students, teach-
ers, supervisors, parents and other interested parties. Freudenthal (1984b) also ar-
gued in favor of using paradigmatic examples when formulating the educational
goals. The same plea was made by Treffers (1980a). Sample tests are, in his opinion,
an excellent way to indicate the purpose of certain higher goals. But, in order to clar-
ify what exactly is intended, the goal formulation should also be expanded to include
an educational description (Treffers, 1980a; see also Streefland, 1981b). By provid-
ing a description of the educational process in mind, both the underlying purpose and
the choice of instructional activities can become clear, resulting in a better harmony
between education and assessment. Treffers (1978, 1987a) introduced the ‘three-di-
mensional goal description’ for this purpose. In addition to the components of be-
havior and content, these goals also contain an instructional component. This last
component means that all aspects of the educational process that can assist the clar-
ification of the intended process and product goals (such as posing fundamental
questions, providing instructional hints, indicating solution levels, points of obser-
vation and suchlike) will be included in the goal description. 

1.2.5b The test-lesson 
Aside from suggestions for improvement, the proponents of RME also developed a
number of alternatives for the existing tests. The most detailed alternative was that
of the ‘test-lesson’. A salient feature of this test-lesson is its bilateral nature: it is both
a lesson in which a test is administered and, simultaneously, a test situation in which
a lesson is given (Ter Heege and Treffers, 1979). The three examples of test-lessons
that follow reveal that such test-lessons may deal with different types of problems
and can be used for a variety of purposes.31 

• the Column Arithmetic test-lesson 
The first test-lesson involves a kind of ‘status quo’ assessment in which the adminis-
tered test consisted of bare multiplication problems (Ter Heege and Treffers, 1979).
This test-lesson focused on the technical aspect of doing multiplication. The objective
was to ascertain how advanced the children had become in doing column multiplica-
tion after one year of learning progressive schematization (see Section 1.1.2c). The
test was constructed in such a way that it incorporated all degrees of difficulty. It con-
sisted of a total of 14 problems increasing in difficulty from 6 × 18 to 314 × 207. Dur-
ing the administration of the test, every effort was made to avoid an atmosphere of
nervous apprehension. The children were well-informed about the purpose of the test.
Although the objective was, indeed, to view individual work, they were allowed to sit
in groups while working on the test. Enough blank space was provided for working
out the problems. Due to the specific manner of notation that results from progressive
schematization, each child’s level of schematization could be seen from the work-
sheet. In other words, the paper revealed the solution behavior without any other form
of communication being necessary. Ter Heege and Treffers (ibid., p. 128) speak of
“solidified student behavior [that] has become visible on paper”.32 In addition to the
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important information provided by the written calculations, information was also
gathered by observing how the students worked on the test and by offering them help
when needed. Affective and emotional aspects, motivation, concentration, need for
support, reaction to hints and collaboration all received attention during this observa-
tion. After the test, the students’ work was analyzed, primarily with respect to the lev-
el of schematization and the nature of the errors. The combination of this information
and that acquired during the observation determined which instructional aids the stu-
dents required. The idea was to administer this type of test-lesson regularly – at least
once a month – in order to keep track of each student’s progress (Treffers, 1979). 

• the Winter Supplies test-lesson 
The second example is an introductory test that was administered when the children
were just learning to do multiplication (see Ter Heege, 1978; Dekker, Ter Heege, and
Treffers, 1982). Although this test did, in a certain sense, examine whether the stu-
dents were ready for this new subject matter, it should not be viewed as a precondi-
tional test. Instead of investigating whether the students already possessed the requi-
site prior knowledge, access points were sought to introduce new instructional activ-
ities for learning the multiplication algorithm. At the point this test was administered
to a third-grade class, the students had already had considerable experience with the
addition algorithm, but had not yet begun multiplication. This test consisted of one
sole problem that was not presented in the form of a multiplication problem. The prob-
lem involved a squirrel family that was busy gathering a supply of acorns for the win-
ter. When they had finished, Grandfather Squirrel would then count how many acorns
had been collected. Each of the 8 squirrels gathered 23 acorns. The idea was for the
students to work out the problem on paper. They were left entirely free to work as they
wished, and they could use manipulatives as well. In spite of the fact that these stu-
dents had not yet mastered the multiplication algorithm, they were nonetheless able to
solve such a large multiplication problem as 8 × 23. They did this by using solution
strategies such as repeated addition and repeated doubling. These informal solution
strategies could then serve as starting points for the new learning process. The results
revealed that this educational approach of progressive schematization dovetailed per-
fectly with the children’s own natural approaches. 

• the Kingdom of Eight test-lesson 
The third example was part of the last lesson in a series of four lessons on doing arith-
metic in base eight (see De Jong (ed.), 1977; Treffers, 1978, 1987a). The purpose of
this last lesson was to evaluate the previous ones. The exceptional aspect of this test-
lesson is that the students truly had to apply something new, namely, calculation in
other number systems. The first part of the lesson introduced the Kingdom of Six. The
context here was a Walt Disney film in which the characters had only three fingers
on each hand. The students were asked a number of questions about the Kingdom of
Six, such as how a familiar board game would look in that country. In the second part
of the lesson, the students were presented with an open-ended problem in which they
could earn a passport to self-invented countries, providing they were able to present
a number of documents that they had created. These documents consisted of a seg-
ment of a counting sequence, a not too simple addition problem, a not too simple sub-
traction problem, and, optionally, one or more multiplication tables. The students
worked in small groups and were provided assistance when needed. By observing the
students at their work and discussing the solutions afterwards, it could be seen which
children were independently able to transfer the essential properties of the positional
system to other number systems. It not only became clear how the children reasoned
and the specific difficulties they experienced but, also, what they were able to achieve
with some assistance. An example of this was a student named Yvonne, who, during
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a class discussion on the Kingdom of Twelve, discovered that two extra single-digit
numbers were needed. She suggested that two Chinese symbols be used for this.

By concluding the series of lessons with an test-lesson, the evaluation remained
entirely within the educational process, rather than occurring after the fact. In Tref-
fer’s words, an internal process evaluation thereby takes place, rather than an external
product evaluation (Treffers, 1978, 1987a).

1.2.5c Other new ideas for written tests 
In addition to their innovative form, these last two test-lessons were also innovative
in terms of content. This has to do with the problems that were used for them.

• a context problem as an introductory test of new subject matter 
In the Winter Supplies test-lesson, a context problem was used as a way of forging
links to new instructional activities for learning the multiplication algorithm. 

• students’ own productions 
In the Kingdom of Eight test-lesson, students were tested on their insight and skills
with respect to other number systems through their own productions in the form of
‘foreign documents’. In a number system of their own choosing they had to notate a
segment of the counting sequence and invent a few problems. 

A second example of students’ own productions is Van den Brink’s (1987, 1989)
invention of ‘students as arithmetic book authors’. Here, the first-graders’ assign-
ment was to make an arithmetic book for the students who would be entering first
grade the next year. This idea was used in order to ascertain to what extent differ-
ences in instructional approach between two classes would be conveyed in the stu-
dents’ own productions. In addition to the fact that their arithmetic books revealed
distinct differences between the two classes, the students’ new role as authors also
provided a great deal of information on the skill level of individual students. 

• doing the forbidden on a mental arithmetic test 
Another example of an altered perspective can be seen in a mental arithmetic test
that was part of the General Test (see Section 1.2.4c). Ter Heege and Goffree (1981)
allowed a student named Marieke to do something that is usually forbidden on men-
tal arithmetic tests: use scratch paper. The reason behind this was not to turn mental
arithmetic into column arithmetic, but rather to display the flexible thought process-
es that are essential to mental arithmetic. 

• a new form of assessment for Mathematics A 
And then there were the developments in secondary education where, within the
framework of the HEWET33 project, a new curriculum of applied mathematics was
designed for the highest grades of VWO34. This new curriculum, which acquired the
name ‘Mathematics A’35, created the necessity of designing new forms of assess-
ment as well (De Lange, 1985b). The goal of Mathematics A, which was planned
according to the principles of RME, was the mathematization of real-life problems.
This meant that an alternative would have to be found for the traditional restricted-
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time written tests. While knowledge and skills can be assessed using a restricted-
time test, such tests are inadequate for displaying the mathematization process, crit-
ically evaluating and refining the models used, and so forth. Although it was obvious
to all concerned that other means of assessment would be necessary, designing tests
that would fit the curriculum was not easy.36 The first steps in this direction were
taken in 1981-1982, concurrently with the first on-site experiments at the schools.
The following assumptions were essential to the design of these alternative tests: (i)
the tests must contribute to the learning process, (ii) the students must have the op-
portunity to show what they know, (iii) the tests must cover the goals of Mathematics
A, (iv) the quality of a test is not determined in the first place by the ability to score
it objectively, (v) the tests must fit fairly well within the classroom practice (De
Lange, 1987a; see Chapters 3 and 4 for more on these RME principles for assess-
ment problems). In the course of time, four alternative assessment tasks were devel-
oped and put into practice at various schools (see also Section 1.4.1). 

1.2.5d Observation and interview techniques 
Observation and interview techniques occupy an important place in the concepts re-
lating to assessment that were developed within RME. The RME viewpoint regard-
ing learning processes can be recognized clearly here. Rather than focusing on the
registration of externally perceptible behavior, these observation and interviewing
techniques are primarily intended to display the students’ underlying thought pro-
cesses and insights. 

• Freudenthal’s walks with Bastiaan 
The pioneering research for these observation and interview techniques was con-
ducted by Freudenthal. His ‘Walks with Bastiaan’ (1975a, 1976c) provided, as it
were, an alternative for the clinical interview method developed by Piaget. Although
it was Piaget’s intention that this method would examine children’s thought process-
es through a flexible, unstructured and open-ended manner of questioning (Gins-
burg, 1981; Ginsburg et al., 1983), Freudenthal (1973, 1978b, 1979c, 1983a) raised
vehement objections to the way in which this took place. As indicated earlier (see
Sections 1.2.4e and 1.2.4f), he objected, among other things, to the artificial nature
of the questions, the language used, and the rigid manner in which the answers were
evaluated. If the student failed to use a certain word, for instance, the answer might
be marked incorrect, so that it became the verbal skills, rather than the mathematical
content of the thought processes, that were actually being assessed. Freudenthal, on
the contrary, consistently attempted to see beyond a student’s incorrect formula-
tions. Another significant point of difference was that Freudenthal’s observations,
rather than taking place in an artificial laboratory environment, occurred in a more
or less impromptu fashion in a natural setting, such as during a meal or while taking
a walk. Freudenthal (see, among other things, 1979c) was thereby able to delve
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deeply into children’s thought processes and trace the first signs of the formation of
mathematical concepts – what he called the ‘constitution of mental objects’. Inspired
by Freudenthal, Streefland (1978) used observation in the same way in his research
into the mental constitution of the concept of fractions. 

• interview-lessons for the benefit of educational development
Interview-lessons are related to the above, but contain more initiative on the part of
the interviewer, who has a particular goal in mind when presenting specific prob-
lems to the students. Van den Brink (1980) used these interview-lessons in order to
ascertain which contexts were appropriate for instructing a given subject matter.
Brief, individual interviews, having the character of a lesson, were conducted in or-
der to determine whether the invented contexts formed a close link with the chil-
dren’s mental world and to find footholds for instruction. For the benefit of the anal-
ysis, the behavior of both the students and the researcher was recorded. 

• innovative elements in observation 
During the test-lessons a number of innovative elements can be identified in the
technique of observation as well. Firstly, there was the increased number of points
to be given attention, as mentioned earlier. In addition to the applied solution strat-
egies, attention was paid to affective and emotional behavioral aspects and to the
manner in which students collaborated (Ter Heege and Treffers, 1979). Secondly,
the observation was characterized by the exercise of considerable restraint – which
should not be interpreted as detached observation. The principle here was to listen
closely to the children and not to intervene too quickly. Or, in other words, when in-
tervention was necessary, it was done as subtly as possible and the footholds for in-
tervention were sought, whenever possible, in the child’s own thought processes.
Among other things, the interviewer could use the following techniques to assist the
children: raising their awareness, guiding them back to a lower level of activity, hav-
ing them verbalize the situation, making them aware of the point of the arithmetical
activity, having them invent a concrete application for the bare problem, and urging
them to find short cuts (Treffers, 1979). 

• discussions with underachievers 
Ter Heege’s discussions with underachievers (Ter Heege 1980, 1981-1982; Ter
Heege and Treffers, 1979) provide an example of how arithmetic problems can be
diagnosed in another way than by simply counting right and wrong answers. His
method is, in fact, diagnosis and remediation in one: in an individual interview, an
attempt is made to fathom a student’s problems and to find links to remedial activi-
ties. In addition, however, prods in the right direction are already given during the
discussion. Alongside this bilateral quality of diagnosis and remediation37, the dis-
cussions are also characterized by a high degree of reflection on the part of the inter-
viewer. The interviewer is astonished by certain observations and answers, wonders
what these might signify, invents alternative approaches and observes the student’s
reactions. 
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• the technique of reciprocal observation 
Of these new interview and observation techniques, one which proved to be ex-
tremely productive – and was also developed in the most detail – was Van den
Brink’s (1981a, 1981b, 1989) technique of ‘reciprocal observation’.38 This tech-
nique arose from assessment discussions between Van den Brink and first-grade
children. When he found that the children were having to wait rather long while he
took his research notes, he began to read these notes back to them. To his surprise,
the children reacted by correcting him and even by helping him take his notes. They
began of their own accord to think out loud about their own activities and reasoning,
and became aware of what they had or had not done or thought. Together with the
researcher, they became a kind of co-observer. As test subjects, the children were
closely involved in the research work and could provide the precise information
needed by the researcher. The richness of this technique is due to the fact that it pro-
duces much more information than can be acquired by simply asking children ‘why’
they did an activity in a certain way; many children simply answer such questions
with ‘just because’. By being involved in the research, on the other hand, not only
do the children comprehend much more clearly what it is the researcher wants to
know, but they also have the opportunity to provide a more complete answer. 

1.3 RME-related developments in assessment 

This picture of assessment in RME would not be complete without a description of
a number of other developments in the area of assessment. Although these develop-
ments were closely related to the RME viewpoint, they did not arise within the
framework of the IOWO or its successor, the OW&OC. Specifically, these were the
Kwantiwijzer instruments, the Pluspunt gauges and the test designed for ‘Arithmetic
in a Second Language’. In contrast to the RME alternatives described in the previous
section39, these instruments all appeared in a more or less commercial edition and
were therefore more widely disseminated. 

1.3.1 The Kwantiwijzer instruments 
The Kwantiwijzer is a set of diagnostic instruments whose purpose is to track down
and tackle arithmetic problems in the lower grades of primary school (Van den Berg
and Van Eerde, 1985). The history of this set of instruments goes back to 1975. Re-
cently, an abbreviated version of the Kwantiwijzer was published that is more man-
ageable for teachers (Van Eerde, Lit, and Van den Berg, 1992).40 

One of the most important principles in the development of the Kwantiwijzer
was that of activity theory, which regards behavior as a focused activity and not, for
instance, as a reaction to stimuli (Van Parreren, 1981). This foundation in activity
psychology is expressed, among other things, by a great interest in the activity struc-
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ture, that is, in the activities performed by children while solving a given problem.
In addition to activities employing manipulatives, these may also include mental and
verbal activities. The work of Wiskobas was also influential in the development of
the Kwantiwijzer, and a number of problems in the Kwantiwijzer are based on
Wiskobas work (Van den Berg and Van Eerde, 1983b).

A great number of research techniques for discovering how children work are de-
scribed in the Kwantiwijzer. Among these are
– observation, 
– introspection (asking the student to think out loud), 
– retrospection (asking the student after the fact to describe what was done or

thought),
– continued questioning (repeating the question in another way or attaching a new

question to an incomplete answer), 
– mirroring (encouraging reflection by demonstrating the student’s own activity or

that of another student), 
– problem variation (offering a different problem of the same degree of difficulty,

a more difficult problem or a less difficult problem), 
– offering assistance (providing the student with material, solving the problem to-

gether and then having the student solve a similar problem, pre-structuring the
solution strategy, drawing attention to potential errors, etc.). 
Many of these research techniques, albeit arranged much less systematically, can

also be found in the interview and observation techniques propagated by the RME
approach.

A characteristic of the Kwantiwijzer approach is that it does not follow a stan-
dardized interview procedure but, rather, allows the choice and order of questions to
be determined by what the child says (Van Eerde and Van den Berg, 1984). The in-
struments do, therefore, place demands upon the user with regard to diagnosis and
subject matter (Van den Berg and Van Eerde, 1983a). For this very reason, in fact,
a special version was developed for teachers. Another significant characteristic of
the Kwantiwijzer instruments is that diagnosis and remediation lie in one line: dur-
ing the diagnosis, as much information as possible is gathered that could be useful
for remediation (Van den Berg and Van Eerde, 1985). Moreover, the instruments are
viewed in the broader framework of diagnostic instruction and of reflection by the
teacher on his or her own instructional activities.

1.3.2 The Pluspunt gauges
Another example of such RME-related developments in the area of assessment are
the gauges designed by Ter Heege for the NOT (Dutch Educational Television) pro-
gram ‘Pluspunt’ (Scholten and Ter Heege, 1983-1984; Ter Heege, Van den Heuvel-
Panhuizen, and Scholten, 1983-1984). This television program on mathematics for
grades 2 through 5 was developed in order to bring Dutch teachers in contact with
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examples of RME. The program focused on improving arithmetical skills, flexible
arithmetical behavior, insight into numbers, and on applying all of this to daily life.
For each grade, in addition to the three television broadcasts, the program contained
a set of worksheets, a gauge and instruction booklet for the teacher, and a book of
background information on the teaching methods (De Moor, 1984).

Each gauge consisted of a variegated collection of approximately eight problems,
which sometimes involved a series of similar problems. For second grade the gauge
contained, among other things, the following: a problem involving counting a flock of
birds; a series of ‘machine problems’41 on multiplication; a problem involving a boy
who had saved 42 nickels; a series of bare problems that all resulted in the number 40;
and a word problem in a foreign language with the accompanying bare problems,
where the student’s task was to make up a story in Dutch for these bare problems. In
order to acquire as much information as possible on the applied strategies, the teachers
were expected to observe their students as they worked on the gauge. 

Moreover, the instruction booklet suggested that the students be encouraged to
write down their thoughts on the test paper and that they also use the test pages them-
selves, rather than separate scratch paper, for notating interim solutions.

The exceptional characteristic of this gauge is that it was administered prior to
the television program under the motto ‘Know Your Class’. This decision to evalu-
ate beforehand was due to the fact that this program’s RME approach differed
strongly in many aspects from the textbook then customarily used in the classrooms.
At the time this program was broadcasted, RME textbooks had not yet gained as
large a share of the market as they have today. The gauge was therefore also intended
to open teachers’ eyes to how children solve problems that deviate from more tradi-
tional ones. In order to intensify the potentially revelatory effect of the gauge, the
teachers were advised to make a prognosis of their expectations before administer-
ing the gauge.

1.3.3 The test for ‘Arithmetic in a Second Language’
The third example of RME-related developments in the area of assessment is the test
entitled ‘Arithmetic Puzzles’ developed by Van Galen et al. (1985) for the ‘Arith-
metic in a Second Language’ project. The occasion for developing this test was the
issue of whether RME would also be suitable for students whose mother tongue was
not Dutch. In other words, would these students have difficulty understanding prob-
lems presented in a context, and could they apply their own strategies.

The test developed for this purpose consisted of ten context problems and a series
of bare problems. Following the lead of Dekker, Ter Heege, and Treffers (1982), the
chosen context problems lay above the level of what the students had previously
done, but could still be solved within the chosen context using already mastered
skills.

The innovative aspect of the test was that, prompted by the unusual character of
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the target group, an attempt was being made to design a test in which language
played as small a role as possible. Situations were sought that could be described in
a few words. Illustrations, rather than text, played a major role. They formed a sig-
nificant part of the test problems, either because they were essential to the situation
description (see, for instance, the Bead problem in Figure 1.4), or because the illus-
tration could be used to find the answer (see, for instance, the Candy problem in Fig-
ure 1.5; examples of solutions to this problem can be found in Van Galen and Meeu-
wisse, 1986). In addition to the space left in the illustration for making drawings, a
strip of scratch paper was also reserved along the margin of each test page, on which
the students could write and draw what they wished.

Figure 1.4: Bead problem Figure 1.5: Candy problem

This test was administered in January/March, 1985, to 157 third-grade students,
some of whom were native Dutch speakers and some not. The results revealed that
the relation between bare problems and context problems was no different for stu-
dents whose mother tongue was not Dutch than it was for those who spoke Dutch as
a first language. Moreover, the additional information provided by the children’s
scratch paper scribbles revealed that no difference could be perceived between the
approaches taken by the two groups.

1.4 1987: A noteworthy year

Although the development of RME is marked by a few crucial dates – the establish-
ment and discontinuance of the IOWO, for instance – the innovation of mathematics
education has, in fact, always taken place in a rather informal manner (see also
Gravemeijer, 1994). Although an institute was indeed involved in this innovation42,

A string of 20 beads.
How many white beads
are on this string?

... white beads

scratch paper
Three children are 
sharing 36 candies.

Here they are

How many candies 
will each child get?

... candies

scratch paper
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there was never a question of a strict, formal structuring in sub-projects, in which
previously determined aspects and sub-sectors of the RME theory were investigated.
The development of the RME teaching methods, therefore, also eludes formal clas-
sification. There were, however, certain instances during its development in which
the emphasis was shifted or in which an approach to a particular domain was initiat-
ed or concluded.43

In terms of the issue of assessment, such an instance was 1987. Not that a specific
development was concluded in that year or that a new breakthrough occurred. On the
contrary, business proceeded as usual. Nevertheless, seen in retrospect, there are a
number of reasons to justify regarding 1987 as a noteworthy year for assessment: the
publication of the dissertation of De Lange, the administration of the PPON tests and
the OW&OC conference on assessment.

1.4.1 The dissertation of De Lange
The first research project into new forms of assessment appropriate to RME reached
its conclusion with the publication of De Lange’s dissertation (1987a). The HEWET
project referred to here produced four alternatives to the traditional restricted-time
written tests (see also Section 1.2.5c).

The most obvious alternative, considering the RME predilection for observation,
was the oral task.44 Various types of oral tasks were developed, such as an oral task
on a mathematical topic announced to the students one week earlier, and an oral task
on a written task already completed by the students.

In addition, three alternative written forms of assessment were developed by the
HEWET project: the ‘essay task’, the ‘take-home task’ and the ‘two-stage task’.45

For the essay task the students had to write, for example, an analytically supported
reaction to a newspaper article. For the take-home task, the students were given a
choice of a number of essay-like assignments to be completed at home, either indi-
vidually or in groups; if they wished, they could use the textbook and ask others for
help.

The most startling new alternative was the two-stage task. As described by De
Lange (1985b), it was Van der Blij who, concerned by the issue of objective scoring
with respect to the take-home task, invented the idea of the two-stage task. This task
was first administered at school, corrected by the teacher who supplied written com-
ments, and then returned to the student, who took it home to improve upon it. The
results were impressive. The students who had fallen short in the first round seized 
the opportunity to make corrections.

On the whole, these alternative forms of assessment fulfilled their purpose, that
is, they satisfied the principles formulated earlier (see Section 1.2.5c). Because of
the participating schools’ concern regarding the objectivity of the scores, a separate
research project was conducted into scoring objectivity. The various evaluators of
the students’ work were in sufficient agreement with one another. Evaluation of this
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open form of assessment, however, did prove to be exceedingly labor intensive, as,
indeed, was the designing of the test problems.

1.4.2 The PPON tests
In 1987, the first PPON (National Assessment of Educational Achievement) study46

was carried out on the topic of mathematics (see Bokhove, 1987; Wijnstra (ed.),
1988). The tests used for this study signified an important step in the direction of a
better harmony between the tests and the altered viewpoints with respect to mathe-
matics education. These PPON tests, which were designed in close consultation with
experts on mathematics education, signaled the advent of a new generation of CITO
tests. In contrast to previously administered primary school tests, these tests mainly
contained open-ended questions, in which the students could formulate the answer
themselves. 

In addition, more than half of each test consisted of application problems, which
were designed to contain meaningful contexts recognizable to the students. More-
over, as a trial, another research project into the students’ solution strategies was
conducted that examined the students’ notes and their responses to individual ques-
tioning. The educational experts who were asked for their opinions regarding the
PPON tests (see Huitema, 1988; Teunissen, 1988; Treffers, 1988) were, on the
whole, fairly satisfied with the quality of the problems, although the presentation –
particularly the linguistic aspect – did receive some criticism. With the exception of
a few sections that were considered too difficult, the consensus was that the attain-
ment targets for primary school mathematics had been adequately covered by the
subject matter content.

1.4.3 The OW&OC conference on assessment
Another event that took place in 1987 was the conference organized by the research
group OW&OC entitled ‘Assessment, Attainment Targets and Viewpoints on Math-
ematics Education’. This was the first time the proponents of RME had taken the ini-
tiative at a conference to focus explicitly on the subject of assessment. And there
were, indeed, those who saw this as a sign that RME was bowing to the pressure
from the educational scientists to place assessment in a central position in education
(see Van ‘t Riet, 1987). Their fears were soon allayed, however, as it became clear
that the viewpoints on assessment had not been altered. The occasion for the confer-
ence had, in fact, been the dissatisfaction with secondary school exams and the hope
that these could be improved through the formulation of attainment targets.

This dissatisfaction had primarily to do with certain already administered Math-
ematics A exams, that had turned out to be entirely incompatible with the purpose 
of Mathematics A (De Lange, 1987b; Van der Kooij, 1987). There was dissatisfac-
tion as well with the MAVO and LBO exams47 because they, in contrast to the ex-
ams for upper secondary education, consisted almost entirely of multiple-choice
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questions. Besides the familiar objections to multiple-choice, which were expressed
by others as well (see, among others, Van der Blij, 1987; Broekman and Weterings,
1987; Van Hoorn, 1987; Zwaneveld, 1987), the specific criticism here was that this
type of assessment laid an enormous extra burden on weaker students in particular.
And this burden could have been avoided by formulating the problems in a less com-
plicated fashion, as had, indeed, occurred during the lessons (Querelle, 1987; Tessel,
1987).

The objection to the Mathematics A exams concerned their failure to test the
higher-order goals, a failure which was seen as a great threat to the continued exist-
ence of the subject as originally designed (De Lange, 1987b). According to De
Lange, these inadequacies were caused by the fact that the HEWET experiments had
been conducted too hurriedly and because of the lack of opportunity, when design-
ing the exams, for applying experience gained from the research into alternative
forms of assessment. 

Prior to introducing Mathematics A, it was felt that a three-dimensional goal de-
scription should have been created that included examples of test questions. At the
conference, it was Treffers (1987b) who argued strongly in favor of this, as he had
done before with respect to primary education (see Section 1.2.5a). He pointed out,
moreover (as had De Lange), that such a three-dimensional goal description can only
be possible once the development of the education has reached a certain stage:

“If attainment targets and tests are introduced at an early stage of a fundamental inno-
vation, this will inevitably lead to an unfocused innovation” (Treffers, 1987b, p. 149;
translation of original Dutch text).

With reference to the above, the conclusion may therefore be reached that criterion-
referenced tests, which were introduced into primary education in the early nineteen-
eighties, arrived too early in the development of RME. They were thus regarded as
a threat to its further development and implementation.48 The fact that the situation,
with respect to primary education, had clearly changed by 1987 could be seen from
the decrease in opposition to these tests – in spite of the fact that they were still on
the market.49

At the conference, too, it was clear that primary and secondary education had ex-
perienced differing histories of assessment with regard to RME. Considering the fact
that the elaboration of RME had solidified earlier within primary education than
within secondary education (take, for instance, the ‘National Plan for Mathematics
Education’50 and the increasing number of RME textbooks), this is not particularly
surprising. Secondary education, moreover, carries the burden of final exams, which
explains its increased focus on the issue of exams. Primary education, in contrast,
thanks to the absence of a true final exam51, is in the enviable position of being able
to concentrate on ‘didactical assessment’, that is, assessment for the express purpose
of educational decision making.

Although, in 1987, the final CITO test52 for primary school did meet with some
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criticism, particularly with respect to the breadth of the areas tested (Treffers, 1985,
1987b), a fair degree of satisfaction prevailed regarding the PPON tests. The same
is true of the assessment in the new RME textbooks. These were considered to con-
tain a broad spectrum of forms of assessment in order to afford the teachers both in-
sight into the skill level and into the students’ approach and solution behaviors
which, in accordance with the RME viewpoint, could occur on various levels (see
Buys and Gravemeijer, 1987; Huitema and Van der Klis, 1987; Nelissen and Post,
1987). In the secondary school textbooks, on the other hand, tests played a distinctly
subordinate role. They only appeared in segments intended for lower grades and
were occasionally included in the teacher’s guides in the form of suggestions for test
questions (Van ‘t Riet, 1987).

1.4.4 Conclusion
Considering the number of events that took place in the mid-nineteen-eighties, one
would assume that the topic of assessment had by now acquired its own spot within
the Dutch reform movement in mathematics education. But not so much had changed
after all. It is worth noting that De Jong’s (1986) voluminous dissertation (on the de-
gree to which ‘Wiskobas’ characteristics53 can be found in primary school mathe-
matics textbooks) makes no mention of any different form of assessment that would
be more appropriate for RME. Perhaps this is a kind of legacy from the early years
of RME.

Nor with the exception of the Kwantiwijzer project, is anything on the develop-
ment of new assessment methods to be found in Goffree’s (1985) overview of 1984
research projects on mathematics education.54

In Freudenthal’s opinion, too, nothing had changed in 1987. His comments upon
browsing through a manuscript on mathematics education that he had written in
1942 but never published were as follows:

“At that time I had been willing to allow test development the benefit of the doubt;
now nothing remains but the doubt” (Freudenthal, 1987a, p. 338; translation of orig-
inal Dutch text). 

In addition to De Lange’s dissertation, the PPON tests and the OW&OC conference
on assessment, there is one more reason to view 1987 as a noteworthy year, namely,
the MORE research project, which was begun during that year. The MORE project
involved research into the implementation and effects of mathematics textbooks in
primary education (see Gravemeijer et al., 1993). Tests had to be developed to mea-
sure these effects – which meant that this research was originally intended to deal
only obliquely with the issue of assessment. However, as the research progressed,
this marginal interest for assessment changed substantially, as will be described in
the following chapter.       
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Notes

1 For a description of these different trends, see Treffers (1978, 1987a, 1991a).
2 This is still true, in fact. The continued development of the Dutch reform movement has

much in common with, for example, the recent constructivistic approach to mathematics
education.

3 Wiskobas is a Dutch acronym for ‘Mathematics in Primary School’.
4 In 1981, this institute was officially disbanded by the government. Its numerous respon-

sibilities (research, development, pre-service and in-service education) were divided
among various other institutes. The research work was set forth by a newly founded insti-
tute entitled OW&OC (Mathematics Education Research and Educational Computer Cen-
ter). In 1991, a year after the death of Freudenthal, the name of the institute was changed
to ‘Freudenthal Institute’.

5 Kilpatrick failed to include the establishment of the IOWO in his survey.
6 Without underestimating his contribution, it should nevertheless be noted that the ideas

on, for instance, themes and projects, already existed within the Wiskobas group before
Freudenthal became a participant (Treffers, 1995).

7 And this concept is what distinguishes RME from the other trends at this confluence of
four currents (see Treffers, 1978, 1987a).

8 This is a variation on a comment by Comenius: “The best way to teach an activity is to
show it” (see Freudenthal, 1971, p. 414).
As will later be apparent, this activity principle of RME should not be confused with such
things as ‘hands-on’ mathematics, in which manipulatives play a major role in conveying
certain insights and procedures to the students (see also Gravemeijer, 1994).

9 Later, Freudenthal (1991) would call this ‘guided re-invention’.
10 In Dutch ‘zich realiseren’ also means ‘to realize’ in the sense of ‘to picture or imagine

something concretely’.
11 The term ‘realistic mathematics education’ dates, moreover, from 1979 (see Treffers

(ed.), 1979; Treffers, 1992).
12 Freudenthal questions, moreover, why development is always seen as progression and not

regression. In his opinion, this question has never been posed (Freudenthal, 1978a), even
though numerous examples indicate that students may be able to do something at one time
that they are later unable to do (see, for instance, Freudenthal, 1973).

13 IEA stands for the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achieve-
ment, a society of prominent educational researchers that, since 1964, has been engaged
in comparing student achievement internationally. At the present time, the third of such
research projects, entitled ‘TIMSS’, is being conducted by the IEA.

14 The last time Freudenthal used this quote, he added that others involved in this research
project did not hold such high expectations of achievement testing.

15 This idea certainly played a role in the planning of this chapter.
16 Take, as an example, the interviews with kindergartners and first-graders during the early

years of the IOWO. The purpose was not to register the students’ errors, but to penetrate
the children’s mental world and thereby understand how certain insights could be con-
veyed to them (see Van den Brink, 1980).

17 According to Oonk (1984) it is not at all coincidental that the first RME textbooks at-
tached a great value to observation.

18 In other words, mechanistic, rule-driven education that is based on the principle of ‘dem-
onstrate and imitate’, in which “...the pupil can be taught to parrot the ready-made math-
ematics he learned” (Freudenthal, 1973, p. 117).

19 These are lessons in which both the assessment and the teaching takes place by working
through a test. See also Section 1.2.5b.

20 The extent of this distaste can be seen in Freudenthal’s (1978a, p. 88) reaction to the hand-
book by Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (1971) on evaluating learning results that appeared
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around that time: “The chapter on mathematics contains stuff (...) that comes straight from
the horror and lumber cabinets of old mathematics instruction.” Freudenthal’s (1984b,
p. 21) comments regarding the home-grown CITO tests (see Note 21) were no softer:
“The ‘Criterion-Referenced Tests’ for primary education [see Note 23] are so bad that not
even a blind horse would let himself be hitched behind this cart” (translation of original
Dutch text). Humor was not lacking, by the way. The chapter in which Freudenthal
(1978a) so fiercely criticized Bloom was given the lyrical title ‘In Full Bloom’.

21 CITO stands for National Institute for Educational Measurement.
22 Here Freudenthal (1981b) makes the comparison with spelling, in which more errors may

be made in a long sentence than in a short one.
23 In Dutch these are called ‘Leerdoelgerichte Toetsen’.
24 Although both Freudenthal and Treffers point to the absence of process goals, their em-

phasis differs on the interpretation of such goals. When Freudenthal (1984b, p. 22) speaks
of process goals, he means: “... educational goals in which the stepwise acquisition of cer-
tain concepts by means of networks of short cuts, generalization, abstraction, compilation
and schematization should be understood and formulated as a goal in itself” (translation
of original Dutch text). Treffers (1978, p. 155-156), on the other hand, links process goals
more closely to the necessary instructional activities: “Such a process goal can only be de-
scribed by naming the activity itself (...): working mathematically together. (...) A test in
which only a number of product goals were tested, would never fully cover the intentions
of the education” (translation of original Dutch text).

25 This test was developed by the Utrecht School Consultant Service (SAC) and was admin-
istered at the conclusion of primary school in the district of Utrecht. In Dutch the test is
called ‘Algemeen Proefwerk’.

26 BOVO tests are regional tests developed by school consultant services to be administered
at the conclusion of primary school.

27 Or, as Freudenthal (1984c; see also 1991, p. 155) would say: ‘cheap’.
28 Freudenthal, (1979c, p. 1) wondered how it was possible that: “... say, Piaget and his col-

laborators managed to interview thousands and thousands of subjects, without even being
asked the question ‘what do you mean?’, even not by subjects who obviously did not un-
derstand anything. (...) An interviewer who would allow such questions would be lost.
Answering questions would mean putting one’s cards [on the table] and losing the game.
The game against the child.” With respect to the children’s alleged ‘misconception’ of
conservation, (that has arisen in many conservation experiments), research conducted by
Donaldson (1978) has revealed that this has to do with which questions are put to the chil-
dren.
Seen in the light of Freudenthal’s comment, the following quote from Ginsburg, Jacobs,
and Lopez (1993, p. 158) is certainly a bit peculiar: “Piaget’s investigations led to the con-
clusion that children’s thinking is often different from the adults and that even a wrong
answer may result from interesting – and indeed ‘logical’ and sensible – thought process-
es.”

29 Although this quote refers to questions put to Freudenthal, himself, rather than to children,
it expresses well where the responsibilities of assessment lie. Take note of the exchange
of perspective applied here, which is so characteristic of RME.

30 Although these two analyses are often lumped together, they do exhibit notable differenc-
es. While Freudenthal’s didactical-phenomenological analysis lies close to mathematics
and the mathematical phenomena in reality, the mathematical-didactical analyses as inter-
preted by Treffers lie closer to educational experiences and educational theory.

31 Treffers and Goffree’s (1982) suggestion that test-lessons be developed on a national level
was never taken up, although the Pluspunt gauges (see Section 1.3.2) do come close.

32 With respect to this issue, see also Freudenthal, 1983b.
33 HEWET is a Dutch acronym for ‘Reshuffling Mathematics I and II’.
34 VWO means pre-university secondary education.
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35 The topics here were applied analysis, matrices and applications, probability and statis-
tics, and data processing (De Lange, 1985b).

36 This was first revealed while tests were being developed (see De Lange and Verhage,
1982), became clearer during the designing of school examinations, but was the most ob-
vious during the construction of nationwide exams (De Lange, 1985).

37 As Treffers (1993b) pointed out, these discussions could also lead to the development of
a new course.

38 In the past, also described as ‘mutual observation’.
39 This is primarily true of the alternatives for primary education. The tests developed in the

framework of the HEWET project were available to the schools via the series of publica-
tions entitled ‘Hewet & Toets’ (Hewet team, 1984; De Lange (ed.), 1985a, 1985b; Kindt
(ed.), 1986a, 1986b).

40 Due to the breadth and depth of the instruments, the earlier versions were primarily used
by child psychologists and other researchers of children.

41 These are problems in which a ‘machine’ operates on the numbers. A ‘times 8’ machine
for instance, will change 3 into 24.

42 After 1981, when the IOWO was disbanded, there were in fact numerous institutes and
research groups involved in the reform of mathematics education: OW&OC (now called
Fi), SLO, the PANAMA project of the SOL (now called HMN), the NVORWO and its
work groups.

43 An example of this is the development of RME itself. According to Treffers (1992), the
emphasis during the first decade lay more on the development of a viewpoint and its hor-
izontal elaboration in the thematic component of mathematization, while, in the second
decade, the focus turned to the vertical structuring of learning strands.

44 The Netherlands has a long tradition of administering oral tests at the conclusion of sec-
ondary education. Only in 1974 were these discontinued.

45 De Lange calls these ‘tasks’ but, where an assignment consists of more than one task,
these might also be called ‘tests’ (see Section 4.1.2a).

46 This is a large-scale assessment project into the level of primary education in The Neth-
erlands that examines third-grade and sixth-grade students every five years. In addition to
mathematics, the assessment covers a number of other subjects as well.

47 MAVO and LBO are Dutch acronyms for, respectively junior general secondary educa-
tion and junior secondary vocational education.

48 Treffers (1983) mentions an interview with the well-known Dutch soccer player, Van Ha-
negem, to make his point. Just as, according to Van Hanegem, permissible behavior dur-
ing a soccer match depends on the score at that moment, so, in Treffers’ opinion, does per-
missible assessment in mathematics education depend on the state at that moment of ed-
ucational development.

49 And they are still on the market (see NICL, 1992; NICL, 1993).
50 See Treffers and De Moor (1984). From this first initiative for a national curriculum for

primary school mathematics education later arose the series of publications entitled ‘De-
sign of a National Curriculum ...’ (see, among others, Treffers, De Moor, and Feijs, 1989).
In Dutch this series is called: ‘Proeve van een Nationaal Programma voor het reken-
wiskundeonderwijs op de basisschool’.

51 The final test administered by most schools at the end of primary school (in most cases
this is the CITO Test) cannot be compared with the exams taken by students at the end of
their secondary education. Only if one wishes to be admitted to HAVO or VWO – the
higher levels of secondary education – a test at the end of primary school is required. In
other words, the stakes are not nearly as high for the final test for primary school.

52 Although this test still consisted of multiple-choice questions with four options, it never-
theless was not subjected to such heavy criticism (see Treffers, 1980a, 1980b, 1983). 

53 These are the characteristics of RME that were developed within the Wiskobas project
(see Section 1.1.1).
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54 Only Treffers (1985) is indicating in his contribution to this publication that one might ex-
pect that the already existing friction between the final CITO Test for primary school and
mathematics education may increase.




